Appendix S1: forces The force acting on lath i is:
−
∂V d (r kj ) ∂R i = 2 −a cosh 2 (a(r kj − σ 2 )) tanh aσ
The V cn potential takes two forms, depending on then k vector, either :
One way to calculate the stress components during the simulation, taking into account the periodic boundary conditions, requires to explicitly write the forces as derivatives with respect to the relative vectors r kj and r s(k),k . As Eq (2) depends on r kj (there is no s(k) lath to take into account here), then the derivative with respect to either k or j is:
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In the case that the potential is Eq (3), the derivative with respect to the coordinates of lath k is:
Obtaining:
and :
The derivative with respect to j,k or s(k) is:
2l[n s(k),k,k · r kj ] 2l [|r k,j ||n s(k),k,k |] 2l+1 |r k,j |n s(k),k,k (δ i,k − δ i,s(k) ) − |n s(k),k,k |r k,j (δ i,k − δ i,j )
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